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synaptosomal fraction. Purification of both proteins bySynaptic Autoimmunity
conventional chromatography and analysis of their tryp-and the Salk Factor tic digests by mass spectrometry suggested their iden-
tity with rat munc-18-1a (rbSec1A) and the 9 residue
longer splice variant munc-18-1b (rbSec1B) (Garcia et
al., 1995). This conclusion was supported by the ability
In 1973, the serendipitous development at the Salk Insti- of a rabbit anti-munc-18 antibody to recognize the rat
tute of a myasthenic-like syndrome in rabbits immunized brain autoantigen of z71 kDa. Likewise, the patient au-
with acetylcholine receptors opened the door to the toantibodies reacted with munc-18 immunoprecipitated
understanding of myasthenia gravis, the first neurologi- by the rabbit antibody from brain extracts. Finally, the
cal disorder for which an autoantibody-mediated auto- patient serum recognized rat munc-18 expressed in
immune pathogenesis has been proven. History often transfected HEK293 cells. Anti-munc-18 autoantibod-
repeats itself, and twenty years or so later, virtually iden- ies, however, could not be consistently found in 14 addi-
tical circumstances led to the search and identification, tional RE patients, suggesting that their occurrence is
again in the same Neurobiology Department at the Salk ancillary to that of anti-GluR3 antibodies. Also, given
Institute, of the first potentially pathogenic autoantibod- the intracellular localization of munc-18, it is unlikely that
ies in a neuronal disorder of the CNS. The unexpected these autoantibodies actively contribute to the disease
onset of seizures and the presence of patchy cortical process. Given the localization of munc-18 at synapses,
microglial nodules and lymphocytic infiltrates in two out the authors speculate that the same autoimmune pro-
of three rabbits immunized with recombinant glutamate cess may induce both anti-GluR3 and anti-munc-18 au-
receptor 3 (GluR3) prompted the search and discovery of toantibodies.
anti-GluR3 autoantibodies in patients with Rasmussen’s How can the two autoimmune responses be linked to
encephalitis (RE) (Rogers et al., 1994). RE is a rare pedi- each other, since munc-18 is primarily presynaptic and
atric encephalopathy in which the continuous occur- GluR3 is thought to be exclusively postsynaptic? The
rence of untreatable seizures in a single cerebral hemi- first possibility is that the damage caused by the inflam-
sphere progressively leads to hemiplegia and dementia matory process associated with RE leads to the release
(Oguni et al., 1991). The hypothesis that RE has a hu- of antigens located on either side of the synapse. The
moral autoimmune pathogenesis has been corroborated second possibility is that pools of both autoantigens
by the partial, although transitory, improvement of sev- may be localized in the same compartment either pre-
eral RE patients following plasmapheresis (Rogers et or postsynaptically and may therefore interact directly
al., 1994) or the selective removal of circulating immuno- or indirectly within a macromolecular complex. The
globulins by protein A chromatography (Antozzi et al., spreading of humoral autoimmunity to multiple compo-
1998). It was proposed that the anti-GluR3 autoantibod- nents of a macromolecular complex seems to be an
ies act as receptor agonists and thus induce neuronal almost invariable characteristic of autoimmune diseases
death by an excitotoxic mechanism (Twyman et al., (Craft and Fatenejad, 1997). This second possibility is
1995). In a following study, it was shown that the death plausible because pools of AMPA receptors, of which
of cultured rat cortical neurons incubated with rabbit GluR3 is a subtype, have been found presynaptically,
anti-GluR3 IgG is complement dependent (He et al., such as in presynaptic terminals of the cerebellum (Sa-
1998). Whether excitoxicity and complement-mediated take et al., 2000). On the other hand, a pool of munc-
cell death contribute equally to the pathogenesis of RE 18 or a related protein is likely to be involved in the
remains an open question. exocytosis of secretory vesicles responsible for the
In this issue, McNamara’s group adds yet another transport of surface molecules, including GluR3, to post-
element to the story by reporting the presence of anti- synaptic membranes. This possibility is supported by
munc-18 autoantibodies in a 9-year-old girl affected by the evidence that components of the SNARE complex
RE who was also positive for anti-GluR3 autoantibodies which are concentrated in the presynapse are also pres-
(Yang et al., 2000 [this issue of Neuron]). Munc-18 (also ent at lower concentration in the postsynaptic compart-
referred to as n-Sec1 and rbSEC1) is a member of a ment, where they have been implicated in the regulated
protein family evolutionary conserved from yeast to hu- exocytosis of receptors (Lledo et al., 1998). At least one
man that is involved in the exocytosis of secretory vesi- component of this machinery, NSF, interacts directly
cles (Misura et al., 2000). Munc-18 is most abundant with a glutamate receptor (Nishimune et al., 1998). The
in neurons, is concentrated in axon and presynaptic identification of both pre- and postsynaptic autoanti-
terminals, and binds, among other proteins, the plasma gens in a CNS disorder is not unprecedented. Autoanti-
membrane t-SNARE syntaxin 1A. Disruption of munc- bodies directed against gephyrin, a cytosolic protein
18 in mice by homologous recombination abolishes neu- required for the clustering of glycine and GABA-A recep-
rotransmission by preventing the fusion of synaptic vesi- tors at postsynaptic densities of inhibitory synapses,
cles with the plasma membrane (Verhage et al., 2000). have been recently found in a patient with Stiff-Man
The detection of anti-munc-18 IgGs in the serum of this syndrome (SMS) (Butler et al., 2000). Most of the other
patient was triggered by the observation that her serum patients with SMS have autoantibodies directed either
reacted by Western blotting with a rat brain–specific against the GABA-synthesizing enzyme glutamic acid
decarboxylase (GAD) or amphiphysin I, a cytosolic pro-protein doublet of z71 kDa that was enriched in the
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tein involved in endocytosis of synaptic vesicles. Unlike such as, for example, protein microarrays, will become
gephyrin, GAD, and amphiphysin I, which are primarily a reality. In the meantime, there will still be some room
concentrated in presynaptic terminals. for serendipitous discoveries. Perhaps, prior to immu-
One of the criteria that supports the autoimmune nizing rabbits with a new receptor, one should consider
pathogenesis of a CNS disorder is the production of spending a sabbatical at the Salk Institute.
autoantibodies within the blood brain barrier (BBB). This
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the autoantibodies in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and *Department of Internal Medicine and
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cerebellar ataxia, the detection of pathogenic autoanti- M.B., Blackburn, K., Andrews, P.I., and McNamara, J.O. (2000). Neu-
ron 28, this issue, 375–383.bodies may require strategies that are different from
those that are routinely applied. For practical reasons,
most investigators use Western blotting on brain ex-
tracts as their primary assay to screen sera of neurologi-
cal patients for the presence of antibodies directed
against CNS antigens. While this approach has resulted
Wiring the Fly’s Eyein the identification of many valuable diagnostic autoan-
tibodies against cytosolic and nuclear antigens, it has
never led to the discovery of pathogenic autoantibodies
As anyone knows who has tried to catch one, flies seeagainst neuronal surface antigens. This is a limit that
extremely well. Their sight depends upon the orderlymay be overcome in the near future, when the automated
screening of patient sera on new antigen substrates, projection of visual information upon successive relay
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stations in the optic lobe underlying the compound eye. now isolated to test how target selection occurs in the
lamina as R1–R6 locate their correct cartridge. TheyAs in other visual systems, these projections are retino-
topic, but in flies these incorporate a number of twists. reveal the role of two types of mechanism, both of which
depend on R1–R6.One such twist, or rather series of twists, described fully
more than 30 years ago (Trujillo-Ceno´z and Melamed, What is known about the growth of axons from R1–R6
by which they establish such precise wiring? Innervation1966; Braitenberg, 1967), occurs just before the first of
the relay stations, the optic lamina. Whereas ommatidia of the lamina has long been known to occur in two
stages (Meinertzhagen, 1973). First, the fasciculatingin the compound eye send bundles of eight photorecep-
tor axons to the lamina in strict retinotopic sequence, six photoreceptor axons rapidly slither to the lamina cortex
from their somata in the eye disc by way of the connect-axons from each bundle—those from R1–R6—diverge to
nonretinotopic lamina target neurons. The consequence ing optic stalk. Next, prior to converging upon their cor-
rect lamina cell targets to form cartridges, R1–R6 un-is that each axon chooses its own particular module of
lamina, neuropile, or cartridge, different from the other dergo a protracted period of groping laterally across the
face of the lamina plexus, during which their growthfive. The six axons thus insert into a patch of six different
cartridges like a miniature multiplex connector. This pat- cones constitute a shallow interwoven plexus. Within
this plexus, R1–R6’s growth cones generate a shiftingtern has its origin in the alignment of optical axes of
photoreceptors within a single ommatidium and was series of geometrically complex arrays, growth cones
from adjacent ommatidia forming temporary associa-first predicted by Kirschfeld (1967) as the principle of
neural superposition. Because the photoreceptors tions through adhesive junctions. These contacts arise
after filopodial interactions at the contiguous marginswithin each ommatidium occupy different positions be-
neath the surmounting lenslet, each views a different of the growth cones, but both the contacts and the
arrays that support—or arise from—them are knownpoint in visual space. Kirschfeld (1967) first showed that
R1 in one ommatidium viewed the same point in space only from a single daunting serial-EM study (Meinertzha-
gen and Hanson, 1993). Such contacts immediately sug-as R2 in the neighboring ommatidium, and so on. By
ensuring that each visual axis is sampled through sev- gest that interactions between R1–R6 may be required
for each axon to navigate its way, but of course theyeral lenslets, flies increase their sensitivity to light by
increasing the effective aperture of light entry. Within the do not demonstrate that requirement.
To study projections of R1–R6, Clandinin and Zipurskylamina, this information is reconstituted with immaculate
precision by the divergent wiring of axons from R1–R6. (2000) devised an effective method to dye-fill R1–R6 as
a simpler alternative to EM. They did this anterogradely,Thus, a cartridge receiving R1’s axon from the first om-
matidium also receives R2’s axon from the neighboring by inserting crystals of DiI into the compound eye and
visualizing the R1–R6 terminals in whole-mounts, withommatidium, and so on. Thus, in most regions of the
lamina, each cartridge receives innervation from six ter- confocal microscopy. This achieves three objectives: it
enables particular ommatidia or eye regions to be filled,minals, one each of R1–R6 and each from a different
ommatidium, all sharing the same field of view. depending on where the crystal is placed; in the best
case, it fills all axons and their terminals from a patchThe consequence of this layer of axonal interweaving
at the distal margin of the lamina neuropile is to reconsti- of one or two ommatidia; and it is relatively quick and
rapidly repeated, bypassing inimical histological or EMtute each visual axis in a single cartridge so that the
projection to the lamina, initially comprising a retinotopic methods and providing a sizeable sample. By employing
markers, antibodies, and reporter cell lines, the authorsarray of ommatidial axon bundles, is transformed into
a scrupulously visuotopic array of terminals. One small also show the growth cones relative to other cells in
the lamina cortex, which previous EM reports have notproblem lies in the way of implementing this brilliant
design, the problem of morphogenesis. How ever does treated adequately. On the other hand, the growth cones
of R1–R6 from a single ommatidial bundle can not bethe fly arrange that the axons of any one set of R1–R6
find their correct targets within the crowded market- visualized singly by such dye-fill methods. EM alone
visualizes the plasmalemmal limits of the growth coneplace of all other surrounding R1–R6 axons trying to
do the same thing? This masterpiece of axon weaving and its contact with adjacent growth cones and the
geometrical arrays formed by the R1–R6 growth conesincorporates a number of impressive anatomical feats.
First, to offset the 1808 rotation of the visual axes im- of axon bundles from neighboring ommatidia are not
visualized by dye-fill methods.posed by the overlying ommatidial lenslet, the axon bun-
dle has to twist, and it does this in a particular direction. Clandinin and Zipursky use this procedure to image
the corresponding growth cones of R1–R6 at differentSecond, each R1–R6 axon has to navigate to the correct
cartridge; the direction for each axon is unique and the stages of development, confirming previous reconstruc-
tions from serial EM (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993).pattern for all axons lacks symmetry, but errors are few
(Meinertzhagen, 1972). Third, each axon not only During pattern formation in the eye disc, ommatidial
clusters assemble in a fixed sequence, with R1–R6reaches an exact target cartridge but also takes an exact
route to do so (see figure). These features were not added in pairs: R2, R5; R3, R4; and R1, R6 (Tomlinson
and Ready, 1987). To examine how interactions betweenderived in a single evolutionary step, but through a series
of partial solutions, some still extant (e.g., Melzer et the growth cones of R1–R6 may generate the later diver-
gences of their axons, as had been previously postu-al., 1997), in ancestral stages. People have speculated
about developmental mechanisms underlying the lami- lated (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993), Clandinin and
Zipursky (2000) use retinal mutants that lack subsets ofna’s wiring for years, but now a start has been made.
In this issue of Neuron, Clandinin and Zipursky (2000) R1–R6 in their ommatidia. Because the eye alone is
mutant, and the lamina phenotypically wild type, pertur-report how they exploit some of the many retinal mutants
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Spaghetti and Meatballs in the Fly’s Lamina
R1–R6 form a complex interwoven lattice at
the distal face of the lamina, built from the
individual mirror-symmetrical projections of
ommatidial axon bundles from dorsal (A) and
ventral (B) eye halves. R1–R6 axons are
shown as color-coded pairs (R1, R6; R2, R5;
R3, R4), with ventral pairs shown in pastel
colors and ventral cartridges shown in yellow.
R3 and R4 (red) contribute an asymmetry to
the projection by spreading axons further
than the others, both toward the equator in
both eye halves.
(C) The lattice in the dorsal lamina, comprising
the overlapping projections of single R1–R6
axon bundles (cf. cartridges in blue receiving
the projection of one R1–R6 bundle). Axons
from different bundles that cross each in the
lattice, pass either to the left or the right side,
not both; the axons converging on a single car-
tridge at the center are highlighted.
(D) The lattice at the equator, where dorsal and ventral patterns of R1–R6 projection confront each other, innervating dorsal and ventral
cartridges (yellow) (after Meinertzhagen, I.A., and Fro¨hlich, A. [1983]. Trends Neurosci. 6, 223–228).
bations in photoreceptor axon trajectory are manifestly ommatidia, on either side of the equator (Dietrich, 1909).
The Frizzled receptor signaling pathway has been identi-the product of altered interactions between R1–R6. In
three such mutants, phyllopod (lacking R1 and R6), fied as key in establishing planar polarity in the eye disc
epithelium (Mlodzik, 1999), and in frizzled and anotherlozengesprite (lacking R3 and R4), and seven-up (lacking
R1, R6 and R3, R4), the authors first demonstrate that mutant, spiny legs, ommatidia are frequently rotated
1808. If a lamina cue were to direct the axons of R3 andaxons diverge away from their parent bundle. Thus,
R1–R6 have an intrinsic tendency to leave home. In phyl- R4, and thereby the paths of R2, R5 and R1, R6, then
rotated ommatidia should have normal projections,lopod ommatidia, which lack R1 and R6, while the axons
of R3 and R4 continue to locate their functionally correct whereas if R3 and R4 gain their information in the eye
disc, then their axons should point away from the equa-cartridges, R2 and R5 sometimes chose the wrong car-
tridge. Thus, R1 and R6 exert an influence on the axons tor (see figure). Clandinin and Zipursky (2000) do not
explain that their dichotomy does not hold if the rotationof R2 and R5 in reaching their correct targets, but not
on R3 and R4 axons. Thus, the axons of R3 and R4 in ommatidial pattern found in the two mutants occurs
after the axons have grown to the lamina and those ofseem to differ from the other two pairs of axons. Further
evidence for such a difference comes from two other R3 and R4 have already extended towards the equator.
This objection seems not to matter, however, since mostmutants, lozengesprite and seven-up. In lozengesprite the
projection of these two pairs is aberrant when R3 and rotated ommatidia have R1–R6 projections that are also
rotated, indicating that retinal pattern does indeed de-R4 are lacking. In seven-up the projection of the one
surviving pair, R2 and R5, is aberrant when the other termine the pattern of lamina projection. The presence
of occasional unrotated projections from rotated omma-two pairs are lacking. Thus, R2, R5 and R1, R6 project
to the lamina and diverge from the cartridge beneath tidia suggests the presence of an additional, weaker
influence from the lamina that colludes with retinal polar-their own ommatidium, but depend on the presence of
interactions with the other axons, including R3 and R4, ity. In the mutant nemo, in which ommatidial orientations
diverge by only 458, the projection is normal. Whetherto navigate to their correct cartridge. Thus R1–R6 are
like a dinner party for six, two hosts and two other cou- this also suggests the role of a lamina cue depends on
whether the axon bundle reaches the lamina before itsples; when the hosts (R3 and R4) are absent, the guests
fail to find their right seats at the table. ommatidium starts to rotate. Thus, evidence for a sup-
plementary lamina cue to polarity of the projection needsIf the R3 and R4 axon pair exercises a guiding influ-
ence on the projections of the other two axon pairs, further analysis.
These results indicate the influence of interactionshow does this pair navigate the axon lattice? Some navi-
gational cue could lurk in the lamina itself. Alternatively, between the growth cones of R1–R6 upon their subse-
quent navigation in the lamina plexus. Clandinin andinformation intrinsic to their somata could reside in the
ommatidium. Clandinin and Zipursky (2000) propose Zipursky (2000) propose that the mechanisms that dif-
ferentiate the three pairs of R1–R6 cells in the ommatidialthese alternatives as a simple dichotomy and embark
on the task of distinguishing which might determine the cluster also determine the positions of axons within an
ommatidial bundle, which never braid. Because the rela-orientation of a single ommatidium’s projection once it
reaches the lamina. For this they use two other retinal tive pattern of axon projections from R1–R6 from a single
bundle is preserved regardless of whether the projectionpattern mutants, with altered orientations in the polarity
of their R cell bodies in the ommatidia. Normally, the is rotated (frizzled, spiny legs) or not, the mechanisms
determining this asymmetrical pattern appear indepen-R7 cells reveal the orientation of the ommatidium and
occupy mirror symmetrical positions, with a ventral posi- dent of those determining polarity of the entire pro-
jection. This two-tier determination of axonal trajectorytion in dorsal ommatidia and a dorsal position in ventral
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Mlodzik, M. (1999). EMBO J. 18, 6873–6879.is likely to involve cell–cell interactions between the
Tomlinson, A., and Ready, D.F. (1987). Dev. Biol. 120, 366–376.growth cones of R1–R6. Within ommatidia, such interac-
tions could confer information about axon position Trujillo-Ceno´z, O., and Melamed, J. (1966). J. Ultrastruct. Res. 16,
395–398.within the bundle during its fasciculation, as well as the
orientation of the bundle and its projection once in the
lamina. Additional interactions between ommatidia, be-
tween R1–R6 in neighboring bundles in the lamina
plexus (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993), may confer
information about the positions of R1–R6 axons relative
Adepts in Adaptingto each other. Unfortunately, the DiI labeling method
has only a limited capacity to reveal such interactions,
presenting us with something of a paradox. While DiI
Adaptation is a phenomon at the very heart of biology.fills reveal perfectly the projection of R1–R6 from a single
It is found everywhere one looks and operates on manyommatidium, because only a single ommatidium is la-
different time scales. In evolution, adaptation takesbeled, it is impossible to observe interactions between
place over hundreds and thousands of years, whereas,ommatidia and to determine whether projection errors
when we leave a building stepping out in the bright sun,in a mutant ommatidium propagate to the spatial rela-
it only takes a minute, at most, to adapt to the new lighttions of axons from adjacent ommatidia, as might be
level. Flies are proven adepts in adapting at all levels:expected from the network of growth cone interactions
having produced more than 125,000 different speciesin the lamina plexus. For the latter, serial EM may still
(Yeates and Wiegmann, 1999) within their time on earthbe a necessary expedient.
(so that every 10th described species is a fly!), they nowStill outstanding is the question of whether neuronal
demonstrate their ability to adapt their motion-sensitiveactivity might assist R1–R6’s axons to navigate. Current
neurons in the brains within just a few seconds.evidence, it is true, speaks against this possibility. But
In this issue of Neuron, Harris et al. (2000) describethe question needs careful analysis because activity
their findings on adaptation in a wide-field motion-sensi-includes many phenomena—not just conducted im-
tive neuron of the fly. These neurons belong to a grouppulses but also decrementally conducted graded poten-
of well-studied cells that signal the direction in which atials such as occur in R1–R6 and their lamina targets,
pattern is moving in front of the fly’s eye by a graded,as well as the release of neurotransmitter. There are
directionally dependent depolarizing or hyperpolarizingalso different levels of answer to the question. For exam-
shift of their membrane potential. Recording intracellu-ple, ideal as they are in revealing the projection patterns
larly from such a cell, Harris et al. employed the followingof R1–R6, dye-fills presented by Clandinin and Zipursky
stimulus protocol. First, as a test, a grating pattern was(2000) do not identify synaptic contacts established by
moved for a short time interval (1 s) at a given contrastR1–R6 and thus does not strictly address the question of
(“test contrast”). Then, after a short time during whichsynaptic specificity. Even so, Clandinin and Zipursky’s
the screen was blank, the adapting stimulus appeared,(2000) report is important because developmental mech-
a high contrast, 20 Hz, 0.02 cycles per degree sinusoidalanisms underlying the complex morphogenesis of axon
grating. After 4 s, the test grating appeared again for 1growth in the fly’s lamina are, for the first time, opened
s. Harris et al. compared the response of the neuron toup to analysis by genetic methods.
the test stimulus, normalized to the maximal depolariza-
tion (typically 10–15 mV), before and after presentationI. A. Meinertzhagen
of the adapting stimulus. Plotting the result as a functionNeuroscience Institute
of the pattern contrast, they found a pronounced changeLife Sciences Centre
in the neuron’s sensitivity (“contrast gain,” see figure);Dalhousie University
whereas, in its unadapted state the neuronal responseHalifax, Nova Scotia
would reach its half maximum at about 10%–20% con-Canada B3H 4J1
trast, after adaptation it needs about four times higher
contrast to reach the same response level.Selected Reading
In a very elegant formal analysis of their data, the
Braitenberg, V. (1967). Exp. Brain Res. 3, 271–298. authors went on to dissect out different components
Clandinin. T.R., and Zipursky, S.L. (2000). Neuron 28, this issue, from the overall adaptation. What happened to the con-
427–436. trast gain function through adaptation can be best de-
Dietrich, W. (1909). Z. Wissen. Zool. 92, 465–539. scribed by three parameters: a downward shift “a”
Kirschfeld, K. (1967). Exp. Brain Res. 3, 248–270. (“after-potential”), a squeezing “b” (“output range re-
duction”), and a rightward shift on the log-contrast axisMeinertzhagen, I.A. (1972). Brain Res. 41, 39–49.
“c” (“contrast gain reduction”). Thus, the contrast gainMeinertzhagen, I.A. (1973). In Developmental Neurobiology of Ar-
thropods, D. Young, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), function after adaptation can be related to the un-
pp. 51–104. adapted one by saying:
Meinertzhagen, I.A., and Hanson, T.E. (1993). In The Development
Radapt (contrast) 5 a 1 b · Runadapted (contrast · c).of Drosophila melanogaster, M. Bate and A. Martinez Arias, eds.
(Plainview, NY: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press), pp. 1363–
The authors now looked at the different effects on the1491.
adaptation using gratings that moved in the cells pre-Melzer, R.R., Zimmermann, T., and Smola, U. (1997). Cell Mol. Life
Sci. 53, 242–247. ferred direction leading to a pronounced depolarization
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Hardie, 1978) through first order interneurons (Laughlin,
1987, 1994) all the way to the level of motion-sensitive
neurons used in the present study (de Ruyter van Ste-
veninck et al., 1986; Maddess and Laughlin, 1985; Borst
and Egelhaaf, 1987). The common strategy underlying
adaptation in all cases is to stay responsive, to remain
able to detect changes of the input signal. For that, the
system shifts its sensitivity to the mean input signal, or,
as engineers might describe it, centers it in the steep
slope of the input-output characteristic. A quantitative
formulation of this concept is that the visual system
adapts to maximize the information transmitted by the
neuron, and in those studies where this idea has been
experimentally tested, adaptation indeed turned out to
be optimal in that sense (van Hateren 1992a, 1992b;
Brenner et al. 2000). The present study takes us an
important and exciting step further in describing and
locating the underlying physiological changes ultimately
leading to a complete knowledge about the Why, Where,
Adaptation of the Membrane Potential Response of a Fly Neuron
and How of adaptation in fly motion vision.to Motion of Gratings with Various Contrasts
Adaptation can be decomposed into a hyperpolarization, a reduced
Alexander Borstcontrast gain, and an attenuated response range.
ESPM–Division of Insect Biology
201 Wellman Hall
University of California at Berkeleyas well as those moving in the anti-preferred or null
Berkeley, California 94720direction, leading to a strong hyperpolarization. This al-
lowed them to see at least two different mechanisms at
Selected Readingwork: adapting stimuli in whatever direction they moved
caused a contrast gain reduction, i.e., a rightward shift Borst, A., and Egelhaaf, M. (1987). Biol. Cybern. 56, 209–215.
of the contrast gain function. In contrast, only stimuli Brenner, N., Bialek, W., and de Ruyter van Steveninck, R. (2000).
that excited the neurons by moving in their preferred Neuron 26, 695–702.
direction caused a response after hyperpolarization, a Harris, R.A., O’Carroll, D., and Laughlin, S.B. (2000). Neuron 28, this
downward shift of the contrast gain function. Thus, one issue, 595–606.
component of the adaptation, i.e., the contrast gain re- van Hateren, J.H. (1992a). Nature 360, 68–70.
duction, is directionally insensitive, whereas the other, van Hateren, J.H. (1992b). J. Comp. Physiol. A 171, 157–170.
i.e., the after-potential, turned out to be strongly direc- Laughlin, S.B., and Hardie, R.C. (1978). J. Comp. Physiol. 128,
tionally selective. Since the response of the neuron itself 319–340.
is strongly directionally selective, this result allowed the Laughlin, S.B. (1987). Trends Neurosci. 10, 478–483.
authors to conclude that the after-potential is taking Laughlin, S.B. (1994). Prog. Ret. Eye Res. 13, 165–196.
place within the neuron itself, whereas the contrast gain Maddess, T., and Laughlin, S.B. (1985). Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B 225,
is presumably reduced within the presynaptic circuitry, 251–275.
before direction selectivity is being computed. This con- de Ruyter van Steveninck, R., Zaagman, W.H., and Mastebroek,
H.A.K. (1986). Biol. Cybern. 53, 451–463.clusion is backed up by an earlier study that found adap-
tation to be locally confined: moving the stimulus to a Yeates, D.K., and Wiegmann, B.M. (1999). Annu. Rev. Entomol. 44,
397–428.new location within the receptive field after presentation
of an adapting stimulus resulted in an almost unadapted,
strong response (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985).
But what is the function of adaptation? As judged by
the neuron’s response, the pattern is loosing contrast
during ongoing motion, which does not seem advanta- Attention and Motion Aftereffects:geous for the animal after all. To see the point, let us
consider the situation at the level of the photoreceptors Just Keep On Tracking!
where adaptation is most dramatic and has been studied
most thoroughly in the past. Here, the problem is that
light flux can vary over more than six orders of magni- Attention serves many different functions in sensory
processing. Our senses are typically bombarded with atude, and building one balance good for measur-
ing something weighing a gram and something else vast amount of information, which cannot all be pro-
cessed simultaneously. One important and well-studiedweighing a ton is not trivial. However, in neural systems,
adaptation is not confined to the sensory level: central function of attention is therefore the selection of rele-
vant and the filtering of irrelevant information fromneurons are confronted with similar problems when, for
example, the firing rate of presynaptic neurons can vary cluttered environments (Broadbent, 1958). Information
processing is often facilitated for attended locations orsubstantially. Thus, in the fly visual system, adaptation
has been described from photoreceptors (Laughlin and attended stimuli (Posner, 1980). Another important func-
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tion of attention is to keep track of multiple moving flicker test gratings. Attentive tracking could reverse this
effect, but only for flicker MAE. When subjects atten-objects in visual scenes. For example, while driving a
car on a highway, we are required to keep track of other tively tracked the bars of the grating, the resulting MAE
was opposite to the tracked direction for the unbiasedvehicles next to us. Attentive tracking can be performed
covertly, that is, without executing eye movements to and for the biased gratings, which indicates that atten-
tion could override bottom-up motion energy-driventhe tracked items. However, attentive tracking does not
only help us to handle sensory information efficiently, it mechanisms. Even though there was a limit to this atten-
tional top-down effect—it operated only within a narrowcan also give rise to a visual illusion, a motion aftereffect,
as reported in an intriguing study by Culham et al. (2000) range of energy levels—this is an amazing demonstra-
tion of the power of attentional top-down mechanismsin this issue of Neuron.
The motion aftereffect (MAE), also known as the “wa- in modulating and even counteracting bottom-up stimu-
lus-driven processes. In the third experiment, the au-terfall illusion,” refers to the illusory movement of a phys-
ically stationary scene following exposure to visual mo- thors demonstrated that MAEs due to attentive tracking
were global and occurred even at nonadapted locationstion for a prolonged period (Wohlgemuth, 1911). For
example, if one stares for a while at a rock located in within the visual field. In contrast, MAEs without atten-
tive tracking were retinotopically specific and occurredthe middle of a waterfall, then for a short while after one’s
gaze is transferred to the stationary scenery surrounding only in adapted locations of the visual field. Taken to-
gether, these results support the idea that the attentivethe waterfall apparent movement is seen in the direction
opposite to the previous motion. The MAE has been tracking function is part of a high-level motion system
(Cavanagh, 1992; Lu and Sperling, 1995); the MAE dueattributed to the adaptation of directional selective neu-
ronal filters at various levels of visual processing (Mather to attentive tracking will be an important tool in future
investigations to study this system in greater detail.et al., 1998). An MAE opposite to the direction of the
adapting motion stimulus can be observed after adapta- One question that remains unanswered by the study
of Culham and colleagues is which neural substratestion using stationary test patterns such as grating stimuli
(static MAE), or flickering patterns such as counterphas- are mediating the MAE due to attentive tracking. One
important property of this MAE is that it occurs only oning gratings, which contain ambiguous directional infor-
mation (flicker MAE). flickering but not on stationary test patterns. Previous
studies have found that flicker MAEs show completeIn the study by Culham and colleagues, a count-
erphasing radial grating was used, which was con- interocular transfer, whereas static MAEs transfer only
partially (Mather et al., 1998). Hence, flicker MAEs maystructed by superimposing two identical sine wave grat-
ings moving in opposite directions, as outlined in the involve binocular neural mechanisms at the level of V1
or beyond, whereas static MAEs may involve early low-figure, panel A. When passively viewed, such a stimulus
does not evoke the perception of directional movement level neural mechanisms. As mentioned above, MAE
due to attentive tracking occurs even at nonadapteddue to the ambiguous motion within the grating. In the
first experiment, subjects were asked to maintain fixa- locations, suggesting that it involves neurons with re-
ceptive fields extending over large portions of the visualtion at a central fixation point and to attentively track a
pair of the bar-like spokes on opposite sides of the field. Together, these results point to cortical mecha-
nisms at the level of area MST or beyond. In a previousgrating in one of the two ambiguous directions (figure,
panel B). Following an adaptation period, static and fMRI study, Culham and colleagues investigated the
areas in the human cortex involved with attentiveflicker MAEs were measured. Attentive tracking induced
a significant flicker MAE in the direction opposite to the tracking of multiple objects compared to passively view-
ing the same objects. A distributed network of activatedtracked one (figure, panel C). Importantly, no static MAE
was observed. In the second experiment, the authors areas in parietal and frontal cortex including regions
within the frontal eye fields, the precentral sulcus, theinvestigated whether a bottom-up bias of the grating
could be overcome by top-down attentional mecha- intraparietal sulcus, and the superior parietal lobule was
found (Culham et al., 1998). Interestingly, this networknisms. A bottom-up bias was introduced by changing
the relative contrast of the two components of the grat- appears to overlap greatly with frontoparietal networks
that subserve a variety of spatial attention tasks anding, thereby biasing the motion energy of the grating
toward one directional component. After passively view- the execution of eye movements (Corbetta et al., 1998;
Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000). It remains to be showning the biased grating, subjects reported an MAE in the
direction opposite to the biased one for both static and whether the neural substrates underlying the MAE due
Motion Afterimages Due to Attentive Tracking
The perceived direction of motion is indicated
by the black arrows.
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to attentive tracking involve a similar network of higher
order cortical areas.
Another possibility is that the MAE due to attentive
tracking is mediated by an attentional mechanism that
selectively biases neural populations representing one
motion trajectory while suppressing neural populations
representing alternative motion trajectories. If so, the
MAE could result from a bias in favor of neurons coding
the suppressed motion trajectory. Such a mechanism
would only depend on the representation of neurons
coding directional information and could therefore take
effect even at early stages of visual processing. It has
been shown that attention can bias neural activity in
human visual cortex selectively and through pure top-
down mechanisms. When subjects were instructed to
direct attention to a spatial location in the expectation
of the onset of visual stimuli, that is, in the absence
of any visual input, activity in many visual areas was
increased, indicating a selective top-down bias of neural
signals in favor of the attended location (Kastner et al.,
1999). These attentional top-down biasing signals ap-
peared to be generated from a frontoparietal network
subserving spatial attention similar to the one described
above. It will be intriguing to study whether the MAE
due to attentive tracking results from top-down signals
biasing neural poulations selectively in favor of a particu-
lar motion trajectory.
Attention has been shown to modulate neural activity
in the human visual cortex in the presence and in the
absence of visual stimulation (Kastner and Ungerleider,
2000). The demonstration of an attention effect that
leads to a visual illusion, that is, a misperception of our
visual world, adds a new dimension to the study of the
role of attention in visual processing.
Sabine Kastner
Department of Psychology
Center for the Study of Brain, Mind, and Behavior
Princeton University
Green Hall
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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